King of the Monsters

by Jim Lawrence

Most lovers of kaiju (giant monsters) will assume the title of
this article references the beast that is the article’s painting
subject. They’d be right except that the real beast and King of
the Monsters is the artist featured in this article, pro-modeler
Jim Lawrence.
Jim is indeed a beast when it comes to putting a killer finish on
a hunk of resin and he has proven time and again that his work
really is King.
This time, we tasked Jim with putting a beast of a finish on
Shinya Hamano’s large scale Godzilla (2014) wall-hanger now
available from Black Heart. Godzilla has never been one of
Jim’s painting preferences. We thought Shinya’s sculpture
might convert this non-believer and, from the look on Jim’s
face, we knew we were right. Godzilla has been dethroned and
relegated to be King of Kaiju. Jim Lawrence is now King of
the Monsters. Thanks, Jim, for making Black Heart look good.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I have to be honest with you! I have never been the biggest Godzilla fan around. But I must say that I
really liked the 2014 version of Godzilla! I liked the overall look of the creature and the movie was great.
So, when I saw that Black Heart was offering its castings
of Shinya Hamano’s beautiful sculpture, I just had to
paint one. And, Black Heart was kind enough to oblige
me…on the condition that I share my process in this
article.

I first washed all the pieces with soap and water.

The jaw on this piece is solid resin and is very heavy. So, I decided to use drywall screws to attach the
jaw to the upper head. I used Aves two-part epoxy to fill the drywall screw holes, and to blend the jaw
into place.

I sprayed the entire piece (including the separate upper teeth) with Rustoleum Universal White Bonding Primer.

Then I painted a wash (diluted) of Createx #5128 Dark Brown over the entire piece.

With a very small brush I painted a detail coat of #5128
Dark Brown. By this I mean I painted all the detail with a
brush.

I painted a black wash over the entire piece, except
for the mouth, to enrich the brown coat. I wanted the
gullet area to be a lighter color so I used a black wash
in this area

I painted a wash of FW Lemon Yellow
all over except for the mouth area. This
was done to deepen the previous skin
colors applied.

I airbrushed a thin mist of
Apple Barrel #2146E
Antique Parchment over the
entire piece with exception
of the mouth to blend the
colors together and give
deep textured look to the
skin.

I applied a thin wash of
Tim Gore's Bloodline,
Coagulated Crimson over
the mouth area. Veining
the mouth was next in line
using the same Coagulated
Crimson but straight out
of the bottle.
My thought was if a huge
beast would have a very
red colored mouth that a
reddish color would show
through on his skin. So I
hand painted a wash of
this same red over all the
detail. This is not a quick,
simple job. I only wanted
this red tenting to be in the
deep shadowed areas in
between the scales and not
in the highlighted areas.
The only way to do this is
to use a number 1 round
brush and paint all the
deep detailed areas.

I painted Waverly Inspirations Ivory to all the teeth on the
sculpt and to all the separate teeth as well. I glued upper teeth
into position and puttied the teeth where they meet the gums
where necessary. Once the putty was dry around the teeth, I
painted these areas with Ivory and then shadowed with Createx
#5128 Dark Brown.
I painted the eyes with Ivory. Once dry, I painted the entire eye
with Apple Barrel #20542 Pineapple Yellow, dotted the iris
black and applied red veining.
I felt the mouth needed to be a bit darker so I applied a black
wash to the mouth area in general. I made the tongue a bit
darker than the rest of the mouth to add some contrast. I also
used this black wash to bump up some of the shadowed areas
of the skin.
I applied Pledge Floor Care Finish to the mouth and teeth for a
glossy wet look.

For my display, I decided to build a wall-hanging base for this piece. I found an attractive Godzilla (2014) onesheet poster and photoshopped it down to 16 inches x 20 inches. I then had a 16 x 20 photo made and had that
laminated. I used Scotch 77 adhesive to attach the photo to ¾ inch piece of board. I applied wood molding
around the edge of the board and painted this molding flat black and then attached the beast to the board with
toggle bolts.

There you have it! I hope you like the finished piece.

I would like to thank sculptor Shinya Hamano for this beautiful rendering of Godzilla; George Stephenson at
Black Heart for the opportunity to paint and write this article about such a wonderful piece; Tim Gore for his
great paint; and Ken Schlotfeldt at Badger Air-brush Co. for a great painting tool.
If you have any questions regarding this paint-up, please drop me a note at jlfx1@yahoo.com.
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